
Make A  
Pretty Paper 

Peacock 



Pretty Paper Peacock Directions 
Materials: Construction paper (blue, green, yellow), wiggle 

eyes, black marker, colored pencils, glue, & scissors 
 

Directions:  

1. Start with tail: full light green sheet of 

paper. Fold in half on long side. Then 

accordion fold the short end of the 

paper, folding back and forth in about 1 inch 

segments; this makes the tail. 

2. To decorate the tail, open the paper up and 

make sure that the ends of the paper (or at 

least one end) are bent and laying on the table 

like picture 2.  Using black marker, draw 

raindrop shapes on each folded section. 

***Notice on the image that the raindrop shape 

goes two different directions on either 

side of the paper lengthwise. This is to 

make raindrops go the same direction 

when folded up.  

3. Using colored pencils, color inside of raindrop shapes.  

4. Refold accordion folds and staple in center of the fold.  

5. Bring the ends together, and staple on the backside 

near the top. Now your tail is finished. 
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6. Cut out the blue body, yellow beaks 

and feet, and dark green wings. 

7. Glue yellow beaks onto either side of 

blue beak.  

8. On the dark green wings, draw feathers with 

marker, making sure that wings are facing opposite.  

9. Glue wings onto body, only gluing on the larger 

end and slightly fold the other half of 

wing away from body. Repeat on other 

side.  

10.Glue wiggle eyes to both sides of head.  

11.On legs, fold at the top of foot and glue 

leg onto body behind the wing where its folded.  

12.Attach the body to the tail. Place backside of body 

between the center fold of the tail and staple in 

place. 

13.Show off your 

pretty peacock! 
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